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Abstract: The paper describes the analysis of frequency distribution of semantic fields of nouns and verbs in the texts of English fiction. To such distributions, we applied Shapiro-Wilk test. The null hypothesis of normal distribution of semantic fields frequencies in the array of texts under analysis is rejected for some semantic fields. This makes it possible to consider the frequency distribution of semantic fields as a categorized mixture of normal distributions. As a factor of categorization, we chose text authorship. We divided the author’s categories with rejected hypothesis of normal distribution into subcategories with normal distribution. Paired Student’s t-test for the distributions of semantic fields in the texts of different authors revealed a measure of authorship representation in the structure of semantic fields. The analysis of the results showed that the author’s idiolect is represented in the vector space of semantic fields. Such a space can be used in the analysis of the authorship and author’s idiolect of texts.
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1. Introduction

In analysis of text arrays a vector model of text documents is used, according to which the documents are considered as vectors in some vector space, formed by quantitative characteristics of words (Pantel and Turney [8]). As a quantitative characteristic, the frequencies of keywords are widely used. One of the problems of such an approach is a large dimension of text documents space, which is caused by the size of the vocabulary of text array under analysis. A promising approach to solve this problem is the use of vector space with a basis formed by quantitative
characteristics of word associations, in particular semantic fields. A semantic field is a set of words that are united under some common concept. The examples of semantic fields can be the field of motion, the field of communication, the field of perception, etc. The number of semantic fields is significantly smaller than the size of a word dictionary, and it reduces the amount of necessary calculations. Similar objects are the semantic networks that describe the relationships among different concepts. An example of a lexicographic computer system, which represents the semantic network of links between words, is a WordNet system developed at Princeton University (Fellbaum [2]). This system is based on an expert lexicographic analysis of semantic structural relationships that describe the denotative and connotative characteristics of dictionary word composition. The paper (Gliozzo and Strapparava [3]) considered the concept of semantic domain, which describes certain semantic areas of various issues discussed, such as economics, politics, physics, programming, etc. The algorithms of clusterization and classification are often used in data mining (Sebastiani [13]; Manning, Raghavan and Schütze [6]). In Pavlyshenko [9], the use of Naive Bayesian classifier (NB) and the classifier by the k Nearest Neighbors (kNN) in classification semantic analysis of author’s texts of English fiction has been analyzed. The author’s works are considered in the vector space the basis of which is formed by the frequency characteristics of semantic fields of nouns and verbs. Highly precise classification of author’s texts in the vector space of semantic fields indicates the presence of particular spheres of author’s idiolect in this space which characterizes the individual author’s style. In Pavlyshenko [10], the analysis of possible differentiation of the author’s idiolect in the space of semantic fields has been described. The analysis showed that using the vector space model with the basis of semantic fields is effective in the cluster analysis algorithms of author’s texts in English fiction. The study of the distribution of author’s texts in the cluster structure showed the presence of the areas of semantic space that represent the idiolects of individual authors. Such areas are described by the clusters where only one author dominates. The clusters, where the texts of several authors dominate, can be considered as areas of semantic the similarity of author’s styles.

In this paper, we study the frequency distributions of the semantic fields of nouns and verbs in the texts of English fiction. We consider such distributions as categorized mixtures of normal distributions. The main aim of this work is to study the frequency distribution of the semantic fields of nouns and verbs in the texts of English fiction as an additional factor for the investigation of author’s style. In Section 2, we consider the theoretical model of text documents in the space of semantic fields, probability distribution of the author’s style in the documents of text array. In Section 3, we show the results of our studies. In Section 4, we summarize our study and make conclusions.

2. The model of text documents in the space of semantic fields

Let us consider a model based on a set theory, which describes a set of text documents and semantic fields. We describe a set of text documents as
We introduce a set of semantic fields

(2) \[ S = \{ s_k | k = 1, 2, ..., N_s \}. \]

Then we form a matrix of a feature-document type where the features are the frequencies of semantic fields in the documents:

(3) \[ M_{ad} = \begin{pmatrix} p_{11}^{sd} & p_{12}^{sd} & \cdots & p_{1N_d}^{sd} \\ p_{21}^{sd} & p_{22}^{sd} & \cdots & p_{2N_d}^{sd} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ p_{N_s^{sd}} & p_{N_s^{sd}} & \cdots & p_{N_s^{sd}} \end{pmatrix}. \]

The frequencies of semantic fields \( p_{kj}^{sd} \) are defined as the sums of word text frequencies that are included into these semantic fields. The values of these frequencies are normalized so that their sum for each document is equal to 1. The vector

(4) \[ V_j' = \begin{pmatrix} p_{1j}^{sd} \end{pmatrix}, \]

displays the document \( d_j \) in \( N_s \)-dimensional space of text documents. The introduction of the semantic fields space not only reduces the size of the problem of texts analysis, but also introduces a new basis for text descriptions. One of possible models explaining such a result could be a mixture of normal distributions model (Hofmann [5], Hansen et al. [4], Zhai, Velivelii and Yu [14], Rosen-Zvi at al. [12], Mei and Zhai [7], Benaglia et al. [1]). According to this model, the distribution of frequencies is considered as a sum of functions of normal distributions of semantic fields with coefficients. Each such function describes the frequency distribution of semantic fields in the documents of given category. As a category of documents, we consider the text authorship. Some distributions where the null hypothesis of the normal distribution was rejected can be similarly considered as a mixture of normal distributions for author’s subcategories by given semantic field. Given the unique nature of semantic fields frequency distribution in the texts of various author’s categories, one can construct a probable model of author’s styles distribution in the documents of text array. In this model, semantic fields can play a role of hidden parameters. Such a model can be represented as a probability distribution of the author’s style in the documents of text array.

(5) \[ P(\text{Style}^a_j, d_i) = P(d_i) \cdot P(\text{Style}^a_j | d_i), \]

where

\[ P(\text{Style}^a_j | d_i) = \sum_{k=1}^{N_s} f_k^a (\text{Style}^a_j | p_i^a) \cdot f_i^a (p_i^a | d_i), \]

\( f_k^a (p_i^a | d_i) \) is the frequency of semantic fields in the analyzed document \( d_i \), \( f_i^a (\text{Style}^a_j | p_i^a) \) can be found on the basis of constructed functions of the semantic field frequency distribution in the documents.
of given category. The semantic fields, as hidden parameters, play a role of style-dividing factors in classification analysis.

3. Experimental part

For the calculations, we used R software environment (R Core Team [11]). For the experimental study of text documents clustering in the space of semantic fields, we chose a text base containing 503 literary works of 17 authors (A. K. Doyle (1), A. Trollope (2), Ch. Dickens (3), E. Gaskell (4), E. Lytton (5), G. Meredith (6), H. Wells (7), J. Conrad (8), J. Galsworthy (9), J. London (10), M. Twain (11), R. Kipling (12), R. Stevenson (13), T. Hardy (14), W. Collins (15), W. Scott (16), W. Thackeray (17)). For the semantic space generation we chose the words grouped by the semantic fields of nouns and verbs in the semantic network WordNet (Version 2.1) (Fellbaum [2]). The semantic fields in the WordNet network (http://wordnet.princeton.edu) are represented as lexicographic files. In our studies we have used the semantic fields of nouns and verbs. The semantic fields of nouns consist of 26 lexicographic files with selected 54464 words. The semantic fields of verbs contain 15 lexicographic files with selected 9097 words. The derivative forms of words were also included into the semantic fields. Lexicographic files WordNet for nouns and verbs have the names that define the semantic core of these fields: noun.tops(1), noun.act(2), noun.animal(3), noun.artifact(4), noun.attribute(5), noun.body(6), noun.cognition(7), noun.communication(8), noun.event(9), noun.feeling(10), noun.food(11), noun.group(12), noun.location(13), noun.motive(14), noun.object(15), noun.person(16), noun.phenomenon(17), noun.plant(18), noun.possession(19), noun.process(20), noun.quantity(21), noun.relation(22), noun.shape(23), noun.state(24), noun.substance(25), noun.time(26), verb.body(27), verb.change(28), verb.cognition(29), verb.communication(30), verb.competition(31), verb.consumption(32), verb.contact(33), verb.creation(34), verbemotion(35), verb.motion(36), verb.perception(37), verb.possession(38), verb.social(39), verb.stative(40), verb.weather(41).

The examples of the distributions of the semantic fields frequencies, represented with the help of a boxplot type of graphics, are shown on Fig. 1. The box plot allows us to receive visual information about semantic fields distributions. The thick line in the box denotes median, the top and bottom box borders denote first and third quartiles, the horizontal lines denote the range of values of semantic fields frequencies, small circles denote outliers.

As the results presented show, the main features of frequency distributions can be significantly different for the collections of different authors. The examples of the semantic fields frequency distributions in the text arrays of some authors are shown on Fig. 2.
Fig. 1. The examples of distributions of semantic fields frequencies by authors

Fig. 2. The examples of semantic fields distributions in the text arrays of some authors (the number of considered texts is shown in brackets after the author’s name)

To detect the semantic fields with the style-dividing potential, we calculate the standard deviation for semantic fields frequencies averaged by author’s categories. The results of obtained calculations are shown on Fig. 3.
Let us consider the frequency distributions of semantic fields in the analyzed array of text documents. For checking up the null hypothesis of normal distribution, we use the standard Shapiro-Wilk test with the significance level of 0.05. We conduct the test in R software environment. On the basis of the results of the conducted test, one can reject the null hypothesis for almost all frequency distributions of semantic fields. Our next step is to carry out the Shapiro-Wilk test for frequency distributions of semantic fields for each author’s category of texts. For the authors under study we received the following values of numbers of semantic fields with non-normal distributions: A. K. Doyle – 21, A. Trollope – 26, Ch. Dickens – 30, E. Gaskell – 15, E. Lytton – 19, G. Meredith – 15, H. Wells – 13, J. Conrad – 12, J. Galsworthy – 15, Jack London – 23, Mark Twain – 19, R. Kipling – 14, R. Stevenson – 23, T. Hardy – 16, W. Collins – 24, W. Scott – 17, W. Thackeray – 18. The distributions where the null hypothesis about the normal distribution was rejected can be considered as a mixture of normal distributions for author’s subcategories by given semantic field. To calculate the parameters of the distributions, we use the realization of the EM algorithm of “mixtools” package for the R environment. Let us consider the distribution of the semantic fields in the set of texts of one author. The non-normal frequency distribution of semantic fields can be represented as mixture of normal distributions. Fig. 4 shows the calculated example of the histogram and a mixture of normal distribution of the semantic field noun.animal for A. Doyle’s texts. The mixture model explains the existence of text subgroups in the observed set of author’s texts. These subgroups are defined by the distribution of the semantic fields.

So, non-Gaussian distributions of the semantic field frequencies can be described on the basis of the mixture model of categorized distributions of the semantic field frequencies. Since we chose the existing classification of texts by authors as the categories, in some cases the distribution of semantic fields frequencies in the categories may be non-Gaussian. In a case like that, the author’s category can be divided into extra subcategories with Gaussian distribution.
Let us assume that the semantic fields frequencies reflect the author’s idiolect in the text author’s categories under analysis. It can be detected by comparing the frequency distributions of some semantic field in the texts of various author’s categories. If these distributions are different for different authors, so they reflect the author’s idiolect. To compare the changes of frequencies of different semantic fields, we will calculate the relative change of frequencies for each author’s texts collection. Fig. 5 shows the changes of relative frequencies averaged by authors. Individual set of frequency changes for the texts of individual authors makes it possible to consider the vector space of semantic fields as low-dimensional space for classification algorithms and text arrays clusterization in the tasks of the analysis of author’s idiolect.

Let us compare the means of two frequency distributions of the semantic fields of the texts of two authors. To do that we calculated the $p$-value of Student test. If $p$-value $< 0.05$, then the mean values of two investigated distributions are different, otherwise the hypothesis is accepted that such mean values are equal. As a result of applying Student test to all the pairs of author’s texts sets, we receive $N_{\text{fields}}$ matrixes with the dimensions $N_{\text{auth}} \times N_{\text{auth}}$ with $p$-values. Each matrix was calculated for each semantic field.

Each $p$-value in the matrix denotes the result of Student test between the distribution of chosen $k$ semantic field in the texts set of $i$ and $j$ authors. Let us transform the received values to simplify the results. If $p$-value $> 0.05$, then we replace it by 0, otherwise we replace it by 1. Value 1 means that distributions under investigation are different, value 0 means that these distributions are the same. Then we calculate average value for each matrix. These average values describe the percent of distributions of semantic fields which are statistically different. If some quantitative characteristics has statistically different distributions in the texts sets of different authors, it means that that it can be considered as author’s style defining
characteristic. For practical implementation of Student’s t-test, we used the t.test() function from R package. Fig. 6 shows such author’s style defining characteristic for some semantic fields. Obtained results showed that some semantic fields have high defining potential for differentiating author’s style.

Fig. 5. Relative change of semantic fields frequencies in the sets of authors’ texts

Fig. 6. Author’s style dividing characteristics for semantic fields
5. Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated the frequency distribution of semantic fields of nouns and verbs in the texts of English fiction. The null hypothesis of normal distribution of semantic fields frequencies in the array of texts under Shapiro-Wilk test analysis is rejected for some semantic fields. This makes it possible to consider the frequency distribution of such semantic fields as a categorized mixture of normal distributions. As a factor of categorization, we chose text authorship. We divided the author’s categories with rejected hypothesis of normal distribution into the subcategories with normal distribution. Paired Student’s t-test for the distributions of semantic fields in the texts of different authors revealed the measure of authorship representation in the structure of semantic fields. The analysis of obtained results showed that the author’s idiolect is represented in the vector space of semantic fields. Such a space can be used in the tasks of predictive analysis of the author’s idiolect of texts. Some semantic fields have high dividing potential for differentiating of the author’s style. As the results show, the distributions of semantic fields can be considered as an additional factor for the structural investigation of author’s texts.
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